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down-time after the Browns season-opener. But after a 27-21 home loss

to Kansas City, a team that has played in the postseason nine times since
2000, Cleveland's window for contending has begun to close. Before the
season, it seemed as though the Browns would be one of the league's

more interesting stories. They had a Hall of Fame quarterback, a talented
young player at the top of his position group, a talented young coach

with strong connections around the league, and a little bit of a buzz. That
buzz soon went flat, and now that window is closing. If not for a couple of
players leaving the team, Cleveland would probably be gearing up for a
full-on rebuild. It'd be nice for them if that never happened, but no one
should be over the moon about where the Browns are right now. While
there are many reasons why the Browns are where they are, there are
also a number of reasons why they're not as good as they were at the

end of the 2017 season. Let's talk about some of them. The quarterback
position First of all, this is why it was called the "Quarterback Loaded
Browns." Patrick Mahomes has two Super Bowl rings, and then some.

Deshaun Watson is really good. But if you were picking one of them to be
the starting quarterback in 2018, it'd probably be Watson. That's not to
say that Mahomes isn't good. He's a great quarterback. The fact that he
was named the NFL's MVP doesn't discredit the fact that Mahomes is a

quarterback. But the Browns need a quarterback more than they need to
fill out a lineup. If the Browns have a reliable quarterback, they can rely

on the defense to carry them. It's why the Browns spend
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